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BIG EVENTS TAKE THE SPOTLIGHT AT ARC
By Michele MacDonald
   The rise of international racing in all corners of the
world, with big money, big media and big stars flashing
over new horizons, could lead to the reinvention of a
World Series of racing concept, as well as focused
cross promotions of championship events.

   Several key
racing leaders
noted the
connections
between racing's
marquee days and
suggested there
are major
opportunities that
could be
capitalized on by
the sport. Their
discussion proved
to be one of the

liveliest exchanges of ideas at the 35th Asian Racing
Conference, which concluded in Hong Kong on May 8.
   "Intuitively, it feels right," said Rod Street, chief
executive of the British Champions Series, of linking
together the world's most brilliant racing events in an
official series. Cont. p3

AL KAZEEM RETURNS TO TRAINING
   Al Kazeem (GB) (Dubawi {Ire}), winner of last year=s
G1 Tattersalls Gold Cup, G1 Princes of Wales=s S. and
G1 Coral Eclipse S., has returned to training under
Roger Charlton after proving sub-fertile at stud,
according to
Racing Post. The
6-year-old was
bought by The
Queen after
closing out his
racing career
with a sixth-
place finish in
October=s 
G1 Prix de l=Arc
de Triomphe and
syndicated to
stand at the
Royal Studs. The bay managed to get around 25 mares
in foal, according to the trade daily, and was the
subject of an insurance claim. Original owner John Deer
has purchased Al Kazeem back and returned him to his
original trainer. Cont. p10

ORCHESTRA HAS WINNING TUNE
   Runner-up to J  “TDN Rising Star”  J Free Eagle
(Ire) (High Chaparral {Ire}) over a mile on debut at
Leopardstown in mid-August, Orchestra (Ire) (Galileo
{Ire}) had not been seen since breaking his maiden over
7 1/2 furlongs at Tipperary a week later, but it was
clear from the betting in yesterday=s G3 Chester Vase
that he was the
first-string from
Ballydoyle. Settled in
a pocket in fourth by
Ryan Moore as the
pace proved strong
initially, the imposing
bay traveled
comfortably
chaperoned by his
barn mate Carlo
Bugatti (Ire) (Montjeu
{Ire}) and was gifted
a dream run up the rail as the pace collapsed on the
home turn. Sent on into the lead soon after, he looked
for a few strides as if he was set to clear away as the
stable=s Ruler of the World (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}) had 
12 months earlier, but in the end was all out to hold on
as Romsdal (GB) (Halling) ate into his advantage. ARyan
and Aidan were both very happy with that and for a big
horse to operate around here will stand him in good
stead,@ Coolmore=s Kevin Buckley commented. AThat
was only his third racecourse performance and he has a
nice constitution.@ Cont. p8
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during the ARC while Brian Kavanagh, Rod
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EST Race Click for TV
9:45a Ormonde S.-G3, CHE (Brisnet.com PPs) ----

Triple Threats Page 11

Classic Corner
      Khalid Abdullah's Kingman (GB) (Invincible Spirit {Ire}), second in
Saturday's G1 2000 Guineas, will be pointed to the G1 Irish 2000 Guineas...
Michael Buckley’s G2 UAE Derby hero Toast of New York (Thewayyouare) will
be pointed to the G1 Epsom Derby.
   

Page 7

Aussie Previews
   Miracles of Life (Aus) (Not A Single Doubt {Aus}) headlines Saturday’s 
G1 Goodwood H. at Morphetville off one week’s rest, while Buffering (Aus)
(Mossman {Aus}) is one of eight sprinters set to line up in Eagle Farm’s 
G1 BTC Cup. 
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GI Preakness S. hopeful Social Inclusion, pictured with owner Ron

Sanchez (center) and trainer Manny Azpurua, arrived at Pimlico

yesterday morning.
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Cont. from p1
   "I think it will evolve again," predicted Brian
Kavanagh, chief executive of Horse Racing Ireland, who
noted that the first attempt at a racing World Series
about a decade ago ultimately failed on the issue of
media rights and ownership of video pictures. 
   "These [international race] meetings will link together
informally and may create a more formal link. Certainly
one of our priorities is to link the European
[championship] days," Kavanagh said. 
   Horse Racing Ireland's newly created Irish Champions
Weekend will be inaugurated Sept. 13 and 14 and will
be followed on the calendar by France's Prix de l'Arc de
Triomphe Weekend Oct. 4 and 5 and British Champions
day Oct. 18. 
   The three prestigious European events will wind up
two weeks prior to the beginning of the two-day
Breeders' Cup on Oct. 31 at Santa Anita Park, and the
key races in each of the European programs have at
times delivered brilliant runners for Cup races.
   While the development of more big-race events in
other parts of the world will provide competition for
Breeders' Cup in obtaining top runners, Breeders= Cup
President and Chief Executive Officer Craig Fravel also
sees potential synergies.
   "There is a tremendous opportunity for us," said
Fravel, who was one of nine panelists during the
session, titled "Big Events, Today and Tomorrow,"
suggesting that "we can be a lot better" at promoting
racing's best occasions collaboratively.
   There already have been mutual efforts, Fravel noted,
such as when French authorities worked together with
Breeders' Cup to promote sensational champion
Goldikova (Ire) (Anabaa), who swept through three
triumphs in the GI Breeders' Cup Mile. The dual efforts
encouraged betting in both France and the U.S., and
thus boosted racing in both jurisdictions while
stimulating more interest further abroad as well.
   Breeders' Cup, with 30 runnings since its creation in
1984, has served as an example for other nations to
follow in creating their own championships, Fravel said,
adding that "imitation is the sincerest form of flattery.@
   "The interest is only going to continue to grow,"
Fravel said in looking to the Cup's future. He explained
that one of Breeders' Cup's strategies for generating
increased interest is this year's new Challenge Series
for television, which will have 11 American telecasts on
NBC and NBCSN featuring 18 of the automatic "Win
and You're In" prep races for the Cup.
   "It's going to be an extraordinary lead-in to the
Breeders' Cup. We are very optimistic it is going to
drive interest in the Breeders' Cup itself," Fravel said.
   Big international championships events, with the
world's largest prizes that lure the most brilliant
runners, are significant drivers of fan interest and
involvement with racing, as well as important avenues
for promoting host nations and their general racing
programs. Cont. p4
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Asian Racing Conference cont.

   William Nader, Hong Kong Jockey Club executive
director of racing and former New York Racing
Association executive, noted that while the Hong Kong
International Races program so far has not developed as
the club's biggest wagering day, it has been invaluable
in lifting the recognition of Hong Kong racing around
the world.
   "Our priorities for our International Races are much
different than our business-as-usual race days," said
Nader. "We look at it as our flagship day; it's about
really showcasing the best of Hong Kong, international
competition, fashion and lifestyle--a celebration of what
the sport really is."
   Domestic races in Hong Kong generate an average of
US$17 million in handle per race; by way of
comparison, a routine eight-race program at Happy
Valley Racecourse during the ARC generated $135
million in handle, more than $10 million over the total
bets on the GI Kentucky Derby. Hong Kong's
international races are growing in handle, although local
bettors still prefer to play local horses in local races.
   Martin Talty, who directs international racing for the
Dubai Racing Club, concurred with Nader that the major
racing days "have gone beyond wagering--they are
more international sporting events.@
   "We can proudly say of all the international [racing]
events around the world, the international participation
in the Dubai World Cup is probably at the top," Talty
said. 
   Additionally, the eight-race World Cup program is the
globe's most lucrative racing event and next year will
be worth $29 million following $1 million increases
each for the G1 Dubai Duty Free and G1 Dubai Sheema
Classic. Each of those turf races will now be worth $6
million while the World Cup remains the planet's richest
race at $10 million.
   While no wagering is allowed in Dubai itself, betting
on the World Cup card is conducted around the globe,
with revenues generated going toward funding Dubai
racing.

   Wagering is extremely significant in other
jurisdictions, as Kaoru Obata, director of customer
service and public relations for the Japan Racing
Association, noted. Japan's G1 Arima Kinen, the
season-ending championship contest, last year
generated $350 million in handle, an amount equal to
1.5% of the total JRA turnover for the year. The 
G1 Tokyo Yushun (Japanese Derby) generated 
$240 million in betting, or 1% of the annual total. 
   "It is critical to target and focus on big events. You
have to tell the public how exciting it is to pick the
winner and how beautiful the horses are," Obata said.

Mainland China Faces Challenges...
By Michele MacDonald
   With hundreds of Asian Racing Conference delegates
listening intently to every word, officials from mainland
China and other analysts delivered what is essentially a
very clouded forecast for the immediate future of racing
in the world's greatest remaining frontier for the sport.
   Current laws regulating the Chinese sports lottery
indicate that racing would not be financially viable if
subjected to the same rules, as
the takeout rate is a minimum of
32%. Additionally, while the
China Stud Book has been
operational since 2002, only
about 3000 Thoroughbreds are
reported on the mainland, with
only 400 registered, and
veterinary care across the
country is scant.
   "We have a long way to go.
We are the very beginning
stage," said Tian Hua, deputy
director of equestrian
development for the General
Administration of Sport of China, during part of a
lengthy May 8 program on the potential of racing in
China. 
   China must enhance public awareness of horse sports
including racing, develop an infrastructure, cultivate
international cooperation and strengthen training
programs for racing and other equine professionals, Hua
said in pointing the way forward. Cont. p5

Click here for a complete multimedia recap of the
Asian Racing Conference broken down by session. 

Tian Hua
Michele MacDonald
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ARC--Mainland China cont.

   "Chinese horse racing needs more international
support--support from you and support from the Hong
Kong Jockey Club," she told the audience of racing
leaders from around the world who listened through
headphones to a translator. "We welcome
joint promotions of horse racing and the
horse culture."
   Many of the over 800 registered
delegates, a record for the ARC, have their
eyes on China as a future partner or client
in the development of racing. China's huge
economic clout will be of great assistance,
but Hua indicated that is not enough to
make racing, as it is conducted in other
countries, a reality.
   Guoai Han, vice chairman of the Chinese
Horse Industry Association, outlined both
China's lengthy and proud history with
horses as well as its ambitious designs for
the future. Chinese industry leaders want
to organize racing with integrity and in
fulfillment of international rules as well as
join organizations such as the Asian
Racing Federation and even host an ARC on mainland
China, he said.

   Those kind of proclamations led Winfried
Engelbrecht-Bresges, chief executive of the Hong Kong
Jockey Club and newly elected chairman of the Asian
Racing Federation (ARF), to applaud the clear interest
expressed. But he noted that most of the statements

were about racing, and he observed that
racing would not be sustainable without a
model that includes financial support
through betting.
   Thus, he labeled the possibility of
organized racing beginning on mainland
China in the near future as a "longshot." In
the meantime, the ARF will welcome a
relationship with the China Horse Industry
Association and extend support in the
development of a Chinese racing
governance framework. 
   "It's going to be a very long way, and it
will be a step-by-step process,"
Engelbrecht-Bresges cautioned. "I would
not be that optimistic about quick
changeBthe complications definitely should
not be understated."
   Complex governmental laws, rules and

structures are a tangled challenge, speakers reported.
Further, central government authorities have not taken
any steps to approve wagering on horse racing.

Cont. p6

Guoai Han
Michele MacDonald
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ARC--Mainland China cont.

   Integrity and animal welfare issues also are essential
in looking forward, Engelbrecht-Bresges said, with
development of veterinary care professionals and
facilities other keys that will take time to realize.
   Dr. Christopher Riggs, head of veterinary clinical
services for the Hong Kong Jockey Club, stressed that
while "veterinary care is critical for the sustainable
development of racing," there are only a very few
experienced and skilled veterinarians working in
mainland China along with few properly equipped
facilities and little access to proper medications used
regularly in other countries.
   China has a spotty record as far as its previous
attempts at racing and care of Thoroughbreds goes.
More than a dozen racetracks have been developed, but
without wagering or other forms of revenue, some have
been converted to car parking lots and others have
been redeveloped. 
   On other occasions, horses brought in to compete in
racing were killed when plans did not unfold as desired.
   Perhaps the most significant action concerning China
and horse racing has been the ongoing construction of
the Hong Kong Jockey Club's new Conghua training
center, which lies about four to five hours away by
horse van in Guangzhou and is set to open in 2017 or
2018. The complex will offer stabling for up to 
1,500 horses, a main turf track, two dirt tracks, an
uphill gallop with a synthetic surface, a media center
and an equine pool, said William Nader, Hong Kong
Jockey Club executive director of racing.
   "This will be an absolutely magnificent site and this
will give us opportunities to train horses that we don't
have now," said Nader, explaining that the HKJC's only
track with stabling, Sha Tin, has reached full capacity
at 1,200 and has no more room to offer.
   During Han's presentation, delegates were told there
were a total of 6,335,000 horses living in China as of
2012, the second highest number anywhere in the
world, but only about 100 Thoroughbred foals had been
reported to the Stud Book over the previous decade.

Keeping Racing at the Forefront of Integrity...
By Liesl King
   In a world where technological advances tend to
assist criminals in staying one step ahead of the
authorities and the integrity of racing is constantly
under threat, the topic of 'Sport Integrity--Racing as a
front-runner' is extremely relevant.
   Mark Warby QC, Legal Advisor, British Horse Racing
Authority, started off the session by taking the
audience through a history of corruption in British
Racing, pointing out the watershed moment in 2003
when betting exchanges became legal, allowing punters
to lay horses, thus posing a new threat to the integrity
of racing. Fortunately, the industry found support from
the betting exchanges themselves, many of whom were
quite prepared to become the source of evidence.  

   Citing several case studies, Warby explained how
corruption in the industry is currently handled and
where the flaws lie. The Integrity Services and
Licensing Department (IS&LD)
have to be constantly aware of
new technology and its possible
uses for or against corruption. In
the much publicized Heffernan
case, gaming consoles were
used for communication
purposes, while the use of
sectional timing as evidence
proved crucial in the recent
Eddie Ahern case. 
   Warby concluded by querying
how one decides when conduct
is in fact 'corrupt?= Currently,
the law, for example, does not
consider the passing of
information without reward as a
corrupt activity. Communication systems are also
constantly evolving, making it easy for corrupt parties
to find new ways of making contact and passing
information. The threat to horse racing is very real and
Warby urged the racing industry to harmonize and
collaborate in order to deal with the global challenge.
   One such possible collaboration is the Control Room
Project that is currently being run as a pilot project by
Racing Victoria. Dayle Brown, Executive Manager of
Integrity, Racing Victoria, explained the concept of the
Control Room to the audience. 
   The Control Room project evolved from the initial
disciplinary process, where the role of the stewards
was to act as accuser, detective, prosecutor and judge. 
In 2004, the Racing Appeals and Disciplinary Board
(RAD Board) was created in Victoria. The RAD Board
enabled the stewards to present their case before a
judge and their role became that of investigator and
prosecutor only.
   The Control Room pilot was born out of the need for
even tighter controls as integrity problems were no

longer confined to the
racetrack alone, with
racing now under
siege 24/7. The
Control Room
consists of a panel of
betting and form
analysts, often
situated off site, who
look at a variety of
information such as
betting moves,
historical race data
and video footage of
previous races of the
horse or jockey under

discussion.  A direct video link enables the stewards to
have instant access to any information required, should
a situation arise. Cont. p7

Mark Warby
Liesl King

The sports integrity panel (l to r):
Andrew Harding, Mark Warby, Mukul
Mudgal, Dayle Brown, Patrick Jay &

Nick McKenzie
Liesl King
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ARC--Integrity cont.

   The main benefit of the Control Room therefore is
that the stewards can focus on their main task during
racedays: the integrity of the race. The project is only in
a pilot stage at present, but once implemented
Statewide, it will certainly take racing integrity to
another level and could become a valuable tool for
other racing jurisdictions as well.
   Another issue Brown felt needed to be examined was
the relationship with law enforcement authorities.
Should the stewards wait for the completion of a
criminal investigation and any subsequent proceedings
before conducting their own investigation? Or should
immediacy be the key to any investigation? It is far
better for racing to be able to control and investigate
issues as soon as they arise, rather than to constantly
be playing catch up or putting out fires, as is so often
the case.
   In summary, Patrick Jay, Director of Trading of the
Hong Kong Jockey Club, listed some key issues that
the industry should be aware of. These include setting
up a strict risk management framework, exposing
corruption as soon as it is discovered and to be
cognisant of all aspects of an issue when it arises.
"Often the ride can look perfectly normal, but the
betting activity is most certainly not," he noted. Racing
may be the frontrunner when it comes to integrity and
the fight against corruption, but there is no room for
complacency, and worldwide threats need a global
response.

ARC 35 Comes To A Close...
By Michele MacDonald
   Entertained by acrobats, dancers and singers while
fed delectable dishes of lobster, shrimp and beef as red
and white wines flowed, delegates to the 35th Asian

Racing Conference in
Hong Kong celebrated
the conclusion of three
days of business
meetings May 8 with a
sense of
accomplishment and a
look ahead to India.
   In the traditional
handing over of the
Asian Racing
Federation flag, Hong
Kong officials
announced that the

next conference would take place in Mumbai in early
2016.
   Accepting the flag was Vivek Jain, chairman of the
Royal West India Turf Club, who urged racing officials
from around the world to visit his country while
examining trends in racing with other leaders of the
sport.
   "We will give you the sights and sounds of India as
you have never seen before," Jain declared. "You are
bound to have a good time."

   Hong Kong Jockey Club Chief Executive Winfried
Engelbrecht-Bresges gave the flag to Jain after it was
announced that the Hong Kong official had been
elected chairman of the Asian Racing Federation for the
second time, following his term from 2007-'09. Also a
vice chairman of the International Federation of
Horseracing Authorities, Engelbrecht-Bresges is one of
the most powerful administrators in racing through his
leadership positions and also due to the fact the HKJC
presides over huge wagering that provide the club with
tremendous resources.
   "I would like to thank
my colleagues for the
great support and trust
they have put in me," he
said. "Racing has a major
challenge ahead but I feel
that the ARF has always
taken great leadership in
meeting such challenges,
and I'm confident that
with the great teamwork
we have on the ARF
executive council, we will
manage these
challenges."
   Engelbrecht-Bresges
then honored outgoing
ARF Chairman Dr. Koji
Sato of Japan and
presented him with a sculpture of the stylized horse
head that serves as the logo of the federation. The
organization also elected a new vice chairman in
Australian John Messara.
   "Racing is increasingly a globally integrated sport and
Australia stands to benefit from being part of the
fastest growing and dynamic racing region in the
world,@ Messara said. AWe have much to contribute to
the sport internationally but also much to learn from
others jurisdictions.@
   In wrapping up the Asian Racing Conference,
Engelbrecht-Bresges reported there were a record 837
delegates, 68 speakers, 31 credentialed media and 34
exhibitors as well as 15 business sessions.
   "There has been a very real sense that this week's
presentations have been geared towards material that
has real practical applicability across the range of
countries who are represented here," said HKJC
Chairman Brian Stevenson in farewell remarks.
   "Greater international collaboration is clearly a must
for the racing industry to maintain its competitiveness
and popular appeal in the face of so many other
competing forms of gaming and entertainment today. I
believe we can achieve that," he concluded.

 Click here to share this story

Vivek Jain waves the ARF flag
Michele MacDonald

Winfried Engelbrecht-Bresges
presents Koji Sato with the ARF’s

statue
Michele MacDonald
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Thursday, Chester, Britain
MBNA CHESTER VASE-G3, ,75,000, CHS, 5-8, 3yo,
c/g, 12f 66yT, 2:42.05, sf.
1--#@ORCHESTRA (IRE), 126, c, 3, by Galileo (Ire)

1st Dam: Bywayofthestars (GB) (SP-Ire), by Danehill
2nd Dam: Solo de Lune (Ire), by Law Society
3rd Dam: Truly Special (Ire), by Caerleon

   O-Susan Magnier, Michael Tabor & Derrick Smith.
   B-Storm Bloodstock (IRE). T-Aidan O=Brien. J-Ryan
   Moore. ,42,532. Lifetime Record: 3-2-1-0, ,51,776.
   Werk Nick Rating: A+++ *Triple Plus*. Click for
   the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree.
2--Romsdal (GB), 126, c, 3, Halling--Pure Song (GB),
   by Singspiel (Ire). (65,000gns yrl >12 TATOCT). O-
   HRH Princess Haya of Jordan. B-W&R Barnett Ltd
   (GB). T-John Gosden. ,16,125.
3--Scotland (Ger), 126, c, 3, Monsun (Ger)--Sqillo (Ire),
   by Bachelor Duke. (105,000gns wlng >11 TATDEC;
   i160,000 RNA yrl >12 ARQAUG; i200,000 yrl >12
   GOFORB). O-Mrs Fitri Hay. B-Dr Christoph Berglar
   (GER). T-Andrew Balding. ,8,070.
Margins: NO, 8, 2 1/4. Odds: 3.00, 4.50, 7.00.
Also Ran: Seagull Star (GB), Stars Over the Sea,
Automated (GB), Festival Theatre (Ire), Carlo Bugatti
(Ire). Scratched: Belfilo (Ire). Click for the Racing Post result or
the brisnet.com PPs. VIDEO, courtesy Racing UK.
   Buckley continued: I was very pleased with the way
he settled in the race and although there are staying
types in the pedigree, I=d say a mile to a mile and a half
will be his trip. Better ground will be preferable and he
is a good size with lots of scope.@ His jockey added,
AHe had a perfect trip, but I was on the best horse--a
lovely horse who traveled around beautifully and then I
was probably a bit tame as I wanted to be nice to him.
He=s a big, strong horse and the ground was probably
loose enough for him.@ Orchestra was slashed to a
general 25-1 (from 40-1) for the G1 Investec Derby
June 7, and would follow the same pattern as last
year=s winner--and his barnmate Ruler of the World--
should be prove victorious there.

Thursday, Chester, Britain
BETFAIR PRICE RUSH HUXLEY S.-G3, ,60,000, CHS,
5-8, 4yo/up, 10f 75yT, 2:13.11, sf.
1--NOBLE MISSION (GB), 129, h, 5, by Galileo (Ire)

1st Dam: Kind (Ire) (MSW-Eng & GSP-Ire, $132,389), by Danehill
2nd Dam: Rainbow Lake (GB), by Rainbow Quest
3rd Dam: Rockfest, by Stage Door Johnny

   O-Khalid Abdullah. B-Juddmonte Farms (GB). T-Lady
   Cecil. J-James Doyle. ,34,026. Lifetime Record:
   17-6-5-2, ,269,544. *Full to Frankel (GB),
   Co-Champion 2yo Colt in Europe, Co-Hwt. 2yo Colt-
   Eng, Champion 3yo Colt in Europe, Hwt. 3yo Colt at
   7-9.5f-Eng, Horse of the Year in Europe, Hwt. Older
   Horse at 7-9.5f-Eng, Hwt. Older Horse at 9.5-11f-
   Eng, Hwt. Older Horse in Europe, MG1SW-Eng,
   $4,788,744; 3/4 to Bullet Train (GB) (Sadler=s
   Wells), GSW-Eng, $177,615; 1/2 to Joyeuse (GB)
   (Oasis Dream {GB}), SW & MGSP-Eng. Werk Nick
   Rating: A+++ *Triple Plus*. Click for the 
   eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree.
2--Telescope (Ire), 126, c, 4, Galileo (Ire)--Velouette
   (GB), by Darshaan (GB). O-Highclere Thoroughbred
   Racing (Wavertree). B-Barronstown Stud (IRE). T-Sir
   Michael Stoute. ,12,900.
3--Danadana (Ire), 131, h, 6, Dubawi (Ire)--Zeeba (Ire),
   by Barathea (Ire). O-Sheikh Mohammed Obaid Al
   Maktoum. B-Darley (IRE). T-Luca Cumani. ,6,456.
Margins: 2 1/4, 8, 9. Odds: 2.25, 2.50, 12.00.
Also Ran: Gabrial=s Kaka (Ire), Ektihaam (Ire), Edu
Querido (Brz). Scratched: Highland Knight (Ire), Afonso
de Sousa. Click for the Racing Post result or the
brisnet.com PPs. VIDEO, courtesy Racing UK.
   Allowed to bowl along on rain-softened ground when
impressive in the G3 Gordon Richards S. at Sandown
last time Apr. 25, Noble Mission backed up that pivotal
career performance
under similar
conditions on the
Roodeye to defy a
penalty and his
persistent foe
Telescope. Slower to
reach his potential
than his imperious
brother Frankel (GB),
the bay had
nevertheless shown
smart form when
beating the subsequent G1 St Leger hero Encke
(Kingmambo) in Goodwood=s G3 Gordon S. over 
12 furlongs in July 2012 prior to a string of placed
efforts in Pattern company. That may largely have been
down to a sluggishness at the start of his races and
lack of a potent finishing kick, so after another near-
miss in Newbury=s G3 John Porter S. over a mile and a
half Apr. 12, the decision was made to wake him up
from the outset and use his pace earlier. That resulted
in a devastating display at Sandown and with the now
race-fit Telescope better off at the weights, the feeling
was that he could be hard-pressed to confirm his
superiority over that rival. Cont. p8Orchestra bests Romsdal                                               Racing Post Photo

Noble Mission & jockey James Doyle
Racing Post

GRADED/GROUP RESULTS
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Huxley S. cont.

   Sent to contest the lead from his wide draw by
James Doyle, the hooded homebred had to wrestle the
free J  “TDN Rising Star”  J Ektihaam (Ire)
(Invincible Spirit {Ire}) for that position and was carried
wide on the turns as a result, but finally gained the
advantage passing halfway. Shadowed by Telescope
from there, he had shaken off that rival by the time he
reached the home straight and stayed on to hold his
margin as the runner-up kept on to pull clear of the out-
classed remainder. AHe didn=t have it as easy as he did
at Sandown, but the great thing is he was happy and
settled in his stride and got into a nice rhythm,@ racing
manager Teddy Grimthorpe said. AHe toughed it out and
is a much more mature horse, both mentally and
physically, so it=s all there. He=s never been out of the
frame and has been honest and genuine, but he=s come
to himself now and is in great form. All options are
open and we can go up a stage to something like the
G2 Hardwicke S. [at Royal Ascot June 21].@ Highclere=s
Racing Manager Harry Herbert was offering no excuses
for the second consecutive eclipse of J  “TDN Rising
Star”  J Telescope and suggested that he could renew
rivalry with the winner at the Royal meeting. AHe has
run well and, to be honest, he has been beaten by a
better horse on the day,@ he told PA Sport. AI=ll talk to
Sir Michael [Stoute], but we will probably step up to a
mile and a half on a more galloping track and I think the
Hardwicke will be a likely option. He=s got a long
season ahead and I=d say he=s coming, but today he=s
been beaten fair and square.@

Final thoughts on Kentucky Derby 2014 “Sometimes horse racing is
as simple as picking who is the fastest horse. And sometimes that
answer is staring you in the face.” Jennie Rees, USA TODAY Sports

Belterra Park: Horse racing returns to riverfront with high stakes  “
A lot is riding on horse racing's return to the picturesque riverfront next
to Coney Island and Riverbend where River Downs stood for 87 years.”
Greg Noble, WCPO Cincinnati

Personal Preakness recollections “While the Preakness Stakes in
Baltimore is the middle jewel in horse racing's Triple Crown, it also has
been a very special race for me.” Steve Davidowitz, ESPN.com 

"   "   "

Thursday, Longchamp, France
PRIX D=HEDOUVILLE-G3, i80,000, LON, 5-8, 4yo/up,
12fT, 2:37.77, gd/sf.
1--@SPIRITJIM (FR), 122, c, 4, by Galileo (Ire)

1st Dam: Hidden Silver (GB), by Anabaa
2nd Dam: Hint of Silver, by Alysheba
3rd Dam: Hot Silver, by Nureyev

   (i310,000 yrl >11 ARQOCT). O-Ecurie Hspirit.
   B-Haras des Sablonnets, Comte Herve de
   Talhouet-Roy & Bloodstock Amarvillas (FR). T-Pascal
   Bary. J-Christophe Soumillon. i40,000. Lifetime
   Record: 7 starts, 5 wins, 1 place, i127,000. *1/2
   to Silver Frost (Ire) (Verglas {Ire}), G1SW-Fr,
   $610,989. Werk Nick Rating: A+. Click for the
   eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree.

2--Meleagros (Ire), 121, h, 5, King=s Best--Viola Royale
   (Ire), by Royal Academy. (14,500gns wnlg >09
   TATDEC). O-Ecurie Cerdeval & Couetil Elevage.
   B-Oak Hill Stud (IRE). T-Alain Couetil. i16,000.
3--Singing (Fr), 123, c, 4, Singspiel (Ire)--Ring Beaune,
   by Bering (GB). O/B-Wertheimer & Frere (FR). T-
   Carlos Laffon-Parias. i12,000.
Margins: 3/4, 2HF, NK. Odds: 2.10, 7.40, 3.30.
Also Ran: Gosh (Ire), Spirit=s Revench (Fr), Au Revoir
(Ire), Tunkwa (Fr). Click for the Racing Post result.
Equidia VIDEO.
   Spiritjim showed when winning the Listed Prix Lord
Seymour over this track and trip Apr. 17 that he is
maturing into a solid performer over middle distances,
backing up his success in the Listed Prix Vulcain over 
1 9/16 miles at Deauville in October in the process.
Whereas he was settled in rear last time, the bay was
taken straight to the lead here by Christophe Soumillon
who was forced to put up one pound overweight.
Allowed an easy lead until tackled and briefly headed
by Meleagros in early stretch, he dug in to see off that
rival from the furlong pole and ultimately win a shade
comfortably. AHe doesn=t stop improving and is more
mature now--a real racehorse,@ trainer Pascal Bary
commented. AWe know he likes soft ground and all
being well he will go next for the [June 1] G2 Grand
Prix de Chantilly.@

IN OTHER NEWS...
A Daily Roundup of Racing Articles in Other Media

FRENCH GROUP RESULTS, SPONSORED BY THE FRBC

                         

Purchased by MAB Agency (M-A Berghgracht)
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AL KAZEEM cont. from p1
   AIt=s a great tragedy that Al Kazeem did not fulfill his
potential fertility-wise, as he was supported by an
outstanding group of shareholders and was given the
best possible opportunities,@ John Warren, The Queen=s
racing manager, told Racing Post. AHe was a pleasure to
work with and everyone at the Royal Studs will be
sorry to lose him. The Queen was particularly
disappointed, but made the comment that, sadly,
horses will always have the last word. She is delighted
Al Kazeem has gone back to Mr. Deer, as he will give
the horse a good home.@
   Deer added that there were no firm plans yet for Al
Kazeem and that he would be taken care of. An update
on Charlton=s website noted that Al Kazeem would
return to Deer=s Oakgrove Stud at the end of the
season in an attempt to get some of Deer=s own mares
in foal.
   AThe plan is to give the horse a gentle introduction
back into training--we have no objectives in mind,@ he
told Racing Post. AHopefully he can win a nice race,
maybe not a Group 1. We will rely on him to tell us
when and if he=s back to peak race fitness. We=re not
going to push him. He doesn=t owe me anything and
we=ll look after him.@
   Charlton told PA Sport: "I have mixed emotions. I'm
really sad, like everyone else, he has proved to be
sub-fertile. He had great potential to make the grade as
a stallion. On the other hand I am delighted to welcome
him back into an environment he knows and now we
face the challenge of teaching him to be a racehorse
again. Some horses adapt very well to going back into
training and some don't, but it wasn't long ago he left
the yard and he is a horse with a good personality. He
was always a very sound horse and easy to train during
his previous spell here, so we'll see how we go."

JUST A WAY REMAINS WORLD’S BEST
   Japan=s Just A Way (Jpn) (Heart=s Cry {Jpn}), who
earned a mark of 130 from the Longines World=s Best
Racehorse Rankings for his victory in the G1 Dubai
Duty Free Mar. 29, remains atop the rankings in an
updating listing released yesterday. The 5-year-old=s
lead, however, has been cut to four pounds after the
resounding victory by South Africa=s Variety Club (SAf)
(Var) in the G1 Champions Mile at Sha Tin Sunday, a
performance that earned a mark of 126. The U.S. is
represented by three horses rated 123 or higher,
headed by Game On Dude (Awesome Again), who
achieved a rating of 125 for his GI Santa Anita H.
victory in March. California Chrome (Lucky Pulpit) has
moved from seventh on the list last month to fourth
following his GI Kentucky Derby win Saturday, for
which he was rated 124. Will Take Charge (Unbridled=s
Song) shares a mark of 123 with five others: G1 Dubai
World Cup winner African Story (GB) (Pivotal {GB}); G1
Prix Ganay winner Cirrus des Aigles (Fr) (Even Top
{Ire}); G1 QEII Cup victor Designs on Rome (Ire) (Holy
Roman Emperor {Ire}), star Australian sprinter Lankan
Rupee (Aus) (Redoute=s Choice {Aus}) and Hong Kong=s
Military Attack (Ire) (Oratorio {Ire}). The full list of
ratings is available at www.ifhaonline.org.   

KIZUNA INJURED; TO MISS ARC
   Last year=s G1 Japanese Derby hero and G1 Prix de
l=Arc de Triomphe fourth Kizuna (Jpn) (Deep Impact
{Jpn}) has been ruled out of a return trip to France after
suffering a small fracture to his near-hind leg, according
to Racing Post. Trainer Shozo Sasaki said the 4-year-old
sustained the injury when finishing fourth in last
weekend=s G1 Tenno Sho (Spring).
   "I think it happened in the race,@ Sasaki told the
publication. AIt's not too serious, so I'm sure he'll be
able to return. I'll consider the Arima Kinen [in
December] for his next run, but we'll see how he is
nearer the time."
   It is possible that Japan could still be represented in
the Arc, a race the nation has yet to win but has a
strong desire to. G1 Dubai Duty Free winner Just A
Way (Jpn) (Heart=s Cry {Jpn}), currently the world=s
highest rated horse, is expected to be given an entry,
and last month=s impressive G1 Japanese 1000 Guineas
heroine Harp Star (Jpn) (Deep Impact {Jpn}) could also
make the trip.Follow the TDN on Twitter at www.twitter.com/thetdn

NEWS TODAY
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Triple
Threats

AL BAHATHRI DIES
   Shadwell=s iconic mare Al Bahathri (Blushing Groom
{Fr}--Chain Store, by Nodouble), a Group 1 and Classic
winner and Group 1 producer, has passed away at
Sheikh Hamdan=s Derrinstown Stud in Ireland at age 32. 
   Al Bahathri--whose name means >lavender= in Arabic--
was bred by Tom Whitney and purchased by Shadwell
for $650,000 at the Keeneland July Sale of 1982. Put
into training with Harry Thompson Jones in

Newmarket, she won the 
G2 Lowther S. and Listed
Princess Margaret S.
before finishing third in
the G1 Cheveley Park S.
The following season, Al
Bahathri made nearly all
the running in the 
G1 1000 Guineas before
being caught close to
home by Oh So Sharp,
but redeemed herself
three weeks later in
winning the G1 Irish
1000 Guineas, followed
by the (then) 
G2 Coronation S. Retired

upon the conclusion of her 3-year-old campaign to join
the Shadwell broodmare band, Al Bahathri proved just
as successful in her new endeavor. She is responsible
for Shadwell=s G1 2000 Guineas hero and G1 Champion
S. winner Haafhd (GB) (Alhaarth {Ire}), and her
daughters and granddaughters have produced such
standouts as Military Attack (Ire) (Oratorio {Ire}), Red
Cadeaux (GB) (Cadeaux Genereux {GB}) and
Gladiatorus (Silic {Fr}).
   One of the main training gallops was funded by
Sheikh Hamdan and named in Al Bahathri=s honor.
   Stephen Collins of Derrinstown said: AAl Bahathri
lived out her final years in retirement at Derrinstown,
and, until recently, had remained healthy despite her
advancing years. However, recently she passed away
peacefully.@

Sherman Plans to Stay the Course...
   Coming off California Chrome=s (Lucky Pulpit) 
GI Kentucky Derby victory, trainer Art Sherman said
that he does not plan to
change his approach to
prepare the Steven
Coburn and Martin Perry
homebred for next
Saturday=s GI Preakness
S. The chestnut galloped
1 1/2 miles under the
Twin Spires Thursday
morning.
   AThere=s not much we
can do,@ Sherman said
yesterday. AHe went very
good this morning at
Churchill Downs. We just need to keep him fresh and
happy and doing as much light training as I can--a lot of
jogging, galloping and schooling. If he=s not fit now,
he=ll never be fit.@
   Facing questions about a relatively slow pace and
final time in last week=s Derby, Sherman attributed the
clockings to the track conditions and insisted that
California Chrome can run faster on a speedier surface.
   AHe ran the second-fastest [GI] Santa Anita Derby
ever,@ Sherman noted. AEvery surface is different. In a
different surface in the right kind of scenario, he=s
gonna run.@
   While he expects the Preakness pace to be slightly
faster, Sherman said that California Chrome should be
able to sit a trip very similar to the one that won him
the Derby.  
   AI don=t think you=ll see him far off the pace,@
Sherman said. AIt looks like there are two or three speed
horses in there. If he can be fourth going around the
turn, and fourth down the backside and have a clear
path, you=re going to see him perform.@ Cont. p12

Al Bahathri fostering weanlings at
Derrinstown

derrinstown.com

California Chrome
Horsephotos 

Click here for the latest posts on the TDN Blog
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Sherman cont.

   Though most of the horses in the Preakness field will
be more rested than California Chrome, Sherman said
that his charge outclasses the field and will not be at a
disadvantage.
   AAll the horses in there have gotten beat,@ the 
77-year-old trainer pointed out. AThere are no bonafide
stakes horses in there. [California Chrome] is coming
off a five-race win streak and a lot of these horses are
still eligible for conditions.@
   Still, Sherman said that he would like to see more
time between Triple Crown races.
  AI would have loved to see at least three weeks
between the Derby and the Preakness,@ Sherman said.
AIt takes a horse about 11 days to completely recover
out of a race. I would like to see an extra week put in. I
think it=s grueling for the horses.@

Sanchez Confident Heading Into Preakness...
   Social Inclusion (Pioneerof the Nile) arrived at Pimlico
Race Course Thursday morning in good order,
according to owner Ron Sanchez of Rontos Racing
Stable Corp. The flashy colt is scheduled to run in the
GI Preakness S. May 17.
   AHe arrived at 5:00 a.m. this morning and he=s in
good shape--the weather has been very good for him,@
Sanchez said Thursday. AAnd he looks healthy, which is
the main thing.@
   After finishing third in the GI Twinspires.com Wood
Memorial Apr. 5, Social Inclusion was listed as the 4-5
morning-line favorite (and likely would have gone off
even shorter) for the
Sir Bear S. at
Gulfstream last
Saturday, but was
scratched due to a
bruised right hoof.
   AIt was a minor
issue, but we
decided to let it
heal; we didn=t want
to take a chance
running him when
the big race was
two weeks away,@
Sanchez said. AThe
horse is doing really
great--he just needs a couple days of light training.
We=re going to gallop him Friday, Saturday and Sunday,
and breeze him Monday.@
   Social Inclusion, a 7 1/2 length debut graduate
sprinting at Gulfstream Feb. 22 and a head-turning 
10-length romper in an 8 1/2-furlong allowance there
Mar. 13, drew an outside post making his stakes debut
in the Wood Memorial, and was hung wide through the
race=s early stages while up on a fast pace. He took the
lead into the stretch, but faded late as Wicked Strong
(Hard Spun) overtook him and Samraat (Noble
Causeway) edged him out for second place, and a 
GI Kentucky Derby berth, by a nose. 

   AWe got the worst post and the horse didn=t break
well at all,@ Sanchez recalled. A[Jockey Luis Contreras]
had to rush it a little bit, and of course we were
disappointed to be a nose short of a spot in the Derby,
but I think it was better for the horse. I didn=t want to
run him in a 20-horse field. I said two months ago that I
wanted to go to the Wood and then to the Preakness.
And now we are here, and we are glad.@
  Sanchez said that he believed the pace in the Derby
was relatively slow, and that he expects the fleet-
footed Social Inclusion to use his speed to his
advantage in Baltimore.
   AThe pace in the Derby wasn=t that fast; if Social
Inclusion had run in the Derby I think he would have
taken the lead,@ Sanchez said. AI think there is going to
be a faster pace in the Preakness and if we can take the
lead I think we can win the race.@
   Of the Derby winner, Sanchez said that he respects
California Chrome, but believes that Social Inclusion is
faster than the Cal-bred. 
   ACalifornia Chrome is a really nice horse, but I think
we have a chance to beat him,@ Sanchez said. AHis
Beyer last time was 97 and when we got beat in New
York we ran a 99 and at Gulfstream [second out] Social
Inclusion ran a 111. He=s improved every day, he was a
late foal and now he=s more mature, and we have a
shot.@
   Sanchez maintains that his charge is well-suited to
the Preakness distance.
   AWhen we got this horse we knew he was a Triple-
Crown horse, but we didn=t want to rush him,@ Sanchez
said. AWe thought the best race he could run in was the
Preakness because it is going to be a field of 10 or 12--
it=s not a 20 horse field. This horse has the speed. Last
year you saw Oxbow (Awesome Again) taking the lead
and going wire-to-wire, and that=s what I want to see
out of Social Inclusion this year.@ 

Ward Expects Extra Rest to Benefit Pablo Del Monte...
    Magnier, Smith, Tabor and Ward=s Pablo Del Monte
(Giant=s Causeway), who drew into the GI Kentucky
Derby from the also-eligible list
but scratched to wait for next
Saturdays GI Preakness S., is
scheduled to arrive at Pimlico
Race Course next Wednesday.
Trainer Wesley Ward said that
he believes his charge is poised
to turn in a career-best effort.
   AFive weeks is the perfect
spacing between races,@ Ward
said of the GI Blue Grass S.
third-place finisher. AHe=s doing
great. I=m really looking forward
to this race. He should run his
best possible race.@
   Ward added that he and his
co-owners decided to skip the Derby in favor of
additional rest in par because of the colt=s unfavorable
post draw--he was slated to break from the 20 post.
Cont. p13

Social Inclusion, Ron Sanchez and trainer

Manny Azpurua
Jim McCue, Maryland Jockey Club

Wesley Ward
Emma Berry
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Ward cont. 

   AAnytime you have an interest in a horse, you start
reading the forms and you=ll find a way to win the
race,@ Ward said. @But when you back up and look at all
the variables, it would have been a lot to overcome.@
   While post positions for the May 17 Preakness have
not yet been drawn, Ward said that he is hoping for a
post near the rail.
   AIt would probably be better, at Pimilico which is a
track that favors inside speed, to get a position close to
the rail,@ Ward said. ABut that won=t be up to anybody
but the luck of the draw.@
   Pablo Del Monte opened his account last year with a
five-furlong debut graduation over 4 1/2 furlongs at
Keeneland and a 7 1/2-length allowance win going 
6 1/2 furlongs there second-out, but has not won a
race since. He was last seen finishing third after setting
the pace in Keeneland=s Apr. 12 Blue Grass, a
performance that Ward said he was happy with
considering the circumstances.
  AIt was a hot, sticky day and when it gets to be that
hot, it doesn=t favor the speed horses; I don=t think any
horses went wire-to-wire that day,@ Ward said. ASo I
thought Pablo was very valiant in that race.
Unfortunately he couldn=t get the two deep closers who
went on to beat him, but I was very proud of his
effort.@
   Victor Espinoza piloted the homebred through that
race, but will be aboard favorite California Chrome
(Lucky Pulpit) next Saturday.
   AArt [Sherman] stole my rider,@ Ward said laughing.
AJeffrey Sanchez has been on the horse in the mornings
and he=s done a lot of good work for me over the years.
He=s the guy I=m gonna stick with.@
   While the Derby pace is being characterized as
relatively slow, Ward said that he attributes the time to
the track and does not think it is indicative of a weak
favorite.
   ASometimes Churchill looks like its fast, but like
Keeneland, if there=s not enough water it gets to be like
a sandy beach,@ Ward said. ASo I wouldn=t read too
much into [the Derby time].@
   Ward added, ACalifornia Chrome is on his game right
now and I=m certain he is going to run a big race [in the
Preakness].@

KINGMAN TO IRISH 2000 GUINEAS
   Khalid Abdullah=s Kingman (GB) (Invincible Spirit
{Ire}), second in Saturday=s G1 2000 Guineas, is being
aimed to the G1 Irish 2000 Guineas at The Curragh
May 24. The previously unbeaten G3 Greenham S.
winner is likely to renew rivalry with G1 Dewhurst S.
winner War Command (War Front), ninth in the
Guineas, and Shifting Power (GB) (Compton Place
{GB}), fourth in the Guineas. 
   AWar Command will definitely take his chance in the
race and we will probably have one or two other
runners,@ said trainer Aidan O=Brien.
   O=Brien noted that Palace (Ire) (Fastnet Rock {Aus})
and Marvellous (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}) would be his runners
in the following day=s G1 Irish 1000 Guineas.
   Trainer Dermot Weld noted that the participation of
Monday=s Listed Tetrarch S. winner Alkasser (Ire)
(Shamardal) in the Irish 2000 was Aup for review.@
   AWe will make a decision nearer the time but he has
come out of Monday=s race in good shape,@ the
conditioner said. AObviously we would be concerned
about him getting a mile, but he is an improving horse
and has a big future ahead of him.@

‘TOAST’ ON DERBY TRAIL
   Michael Buckley=s Toast of New York
(Thewayyouare), winner of the G2 UAE Derby Mar. 29,
is on course for the June 7 Investec Derby, according
to trainer Jamie Osborne. The bay=s connections had
briefly considered attempting their Derby double in
Saturday=s GI Kentucky Derby, but made Epsom the
goal after deciding the First Saturday in May would
come too soon.
   "I don't really have any regrets about Kentucky--it
would have come too soon for him,@ Osborne told PA
Sport. "He's had the best part of a month off galloping.
He's just getting back to it now, but you can see he
needed it. He's fresh and needs some work putting on
him but he has had a nice break."
   Buckley put up ,8,000 last month to supplement his
charge to the Investec Derby, and Osborne noted Toast
of New York would train up to the race.
   "There's a month to go, but we are training him for
that race and that's the plan as long as he's working
well, is in good form and we're happy with him,"
Osborne said. "A racecourse gallop is a possibility. We
might go to Epsom for Breakfast with the Stars or we
might just take him away somewhere else for a gallop--
those are the kind of plans we make as we go along,
really.@
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A MIRACLE IN THE MAKING
   Miracles of Life (Aus) (Not A Single Doubt {Aus})
recorded her first win since last year=s G1 Blue Diamond
S. in the G2 Sportingbet S. over this track and trip a
week ago, and the 3-year-old looks to continue her
return to Group 1 form in tomorrow=s G1 Goodwood H.
Put away for the season following her landmark win,
Miracles of Life has not been disgraced despite failing
to win, but had nonetheless not shown the flair that
saw her win three straight during her juvenile
campaign. That changed last weekend when she
stormed home a near two-length winner here. Despite
enjoying a welcome weight break, the chestnut will
face stiff opposition from the likes of Gregers (Aus)
(Commands {Aus}). That dark bay has made steady
progression since finishing fourth behind Miracles of
Life in the Blue Diamond, and recorded a black-type
score in September=s G2 Thousand Guineas Prelude.
She was not disgraced when checking in third in the
main event three weeks later, and rarely puts in a poor
effort. She enters off a runner-up effort to Driefontein
(Aus) (Fastnet Rock {Aus}) in the G1 Robert Sangster
Classic here two weeks ago, when the latter was
recording a long-awaited first win at the highest level.
Sistine Demon (Aus) (Excites {Aus}) will look to spoil
the ladies party, as he comes into this event off the
back of a pair of stakes wins in Victoria, most recently
the G3 Victoria H. at Caulfield Apr. 19.

Saturday, Morphettville, Australia, post time: 1:30 a.m. EDT
GOODWOOD H.-G1, A$500,000 (US$468,550), 3yo/up, 1200mT
SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 1 Bel Sprinter (Aus) Bel Esprit (Aus) Newitt Warren 129
2 17 Platelet (Aus) Strategic (Aus) Rawiller Weir 125
3 16 Sessions (Aus) Lonhro (Aus) Arnold O’Shea 125
4 18 Conservatorium (Aus) Royal Academy Bowditch Kennewell 125
5 6 Unpretentious (Aus) Stratum (Aus) Oliver Burke 125
6 3 Driefontein (Aus) Fastnet Rock (Aus) Duric Wterhouse 124
7 20 Sistine Demon (Aus) Excites (Aus) Kah Noblet 123
8 12 Smokin’ Joey (Aus) Encsta de Lgo (Aus) Melham Hunter 123
9 13 Essay Raider (Aus) Bernardini Holder McDnld/Glys123
10 4 Riziz (Aus) Zariz (Aus) Symons Sweeney 122
11 22 Natuzzi (Aus) Coats Choice (Aus) Johnson Richards 122
12 19 Karacatis (Aus) Hussonet Zahra Jolly 122
13 14 Ready to Rip (Aus) More Than Ready Nolen Moody 120
14 9 Pago Rock (Aus) Rck of Gbraltar (Ire) Nisbet Hayes 120
15 21 Esprit de Bullet (NZ) Bel Esprit (Aus) Baker Hyam 120
16 10 Office Bearer (Aus) Officer Meech Moody 120
17 15 Eclair Big Bang (Aus) Savabeel (Aus) SCR SCR SCR
18 11 Whitlam (Aus) Elusive Quality Neilson Wilson 120
19 2 Miracles of Life (Aus) Nt A Sngle Dbt (Aus) Yendall Clarken 119
20 5 Gregers (Aus) Commands (Aus) Dunn Hayes 118

BUFFERING LOOKS FOR FOUR TIMER
   Some of the country=s best sprinters have
traditionally descended on Eagle Farm=s G1 BTC Cup to
round out their autumn campaigns, and Buffering (Aus)
(Mossman {Aus}) appears the highlight horse of this
year=s edition as he seeks his fourth Group 1 victory.
The winner of the G1 Manikato S., G1 VRC Sprint
Classic and G1 Winterbottom S. last spring, the 6-year-
old gelding was given a much deserved rest before
resurfacing in Randwick=s G2 Challenge S. Mar. 15. He
managed only seventh going 1000 meters that day, but
put in a much stronger effort when back to his
preferred distance of 1200 meters a month later,
finishing third behind the brilliant Lankan Rupee (Aus)
(Redoute=s Choice {Aus}) over heavy going in the G1 T
J Smith S. at Randwick. He looms a serious threat back
on better ground here. Gerald Ryan saddles a pair of
Snitzels who are currently deadlocked in the betting at
$7.00: Snitzerland (Aus) and Hot Snitzel (Aus). The
former earned a belated first Group 1 in the Black
Caviar Lightning S. Feb. 15, and after trudging home
12th in the T J Smith, prepped with a third-place finish
behind Spirit of Boom (Aus) (Sequalo {Aus}) in the 
G2 Victory S. here two weeks ago. The 5-year-old Hot
Snitzel made a late start to his autumn campaign,
finishing second in the G3 Sebring S. at Rosehill Apr. 5,
and comes in off a victory in the G3 Hall Mark S. at
Randwick two weeks ago. Spirit of Boom (Aus)
(Sequalo {Aus}) is another who recently earned his first
Group 1 after knocking on the door for some time. The
6-year-old entire swept Moonee Valley=s G1 William
Reid S. Mar. 21, and was last seen winning the Victory
S.

Saturday, Eagle Farm, Australia, post time: 1:40 a.m. EDT
BTC CUP-G1, A$400,000 (US$374,840), 3yo/up, 1200mT
SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER
1 3 Buffering (Aus) Mossman (Aus) Browne Heathcote
2 7 Spirit of Boom (Aus) Sequalo (Aus) Rodd Gollan
3 1 Temple of Boom (Aus) Piccolo (GB) Harrison Gollan
4 2 Tiger Tees (NZ) Dubawi (Ire) Colless Pride
5 8 Hot Snitzel (Aus) Snitzel (Aus) Rawiller Ryan
6 4 Famous Seamus (NZ) Elusive City Wiggins Mayfield-Smith
7 6 Snitzerland (Aus) Snitzel (Aus) Byrne Ryan
8 5 Peron (Aus) Husson (Arg) McDonld Thompson
All carry 129 pounds bar Snitzerland & Peron, 124.

PEDIGREE INSIGHTS...
Get pedigree expert

Andrew Caulfield=s take
on racing=s newsmakers!
You can find all of Caulfield=s
columns in the TDN Archive.

AUSTRALIAN PREVIEWS
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TENSIONS MOUNT
   Dr Marwan Koukash=s love affair with Chester is well-
documented and the ebullient owner has a live chance
of further celebrations courtesy of Mount Athos (Ire)
(Montjeu {Ire}) in today=s G3 Boodles in Diamond
Ormonde S. While not enamored with easy ground, the
classy veteran, who was third in the G1 Melbourne Cup
in November, managed to win a weaker renewal of this
contest by nine lengths on good-to-soft 12 months ago
and has shown with a third in the Mar. 8 G2 Dubai City
of Gold that he retains ability. Only eighth in the 
G1 Dubai Sheema Classic three weeks later,
connections are concerned that this may not be his
day. AIt might just come a week too soon for him after
coming back from Dubai,@ Koukash said. AHe=ll be aimed
at the Melbourne Cup again--that=s the one I want
now.@ Brown Panther (GB) (Shirocco {Ger}), who was
runner-up to Mount Athos in Newbury=s G3 Geoffrey
Freer S. in 2012, had that rival well adrift when taking
the G2 Goodwood Cup in August before running eighth
in the Flemington feature when last seen. Trainer Tom
Dascombe told PA Sport, AWe=re happy with him and
he=s ready to go, but it won=t be the main event this
season. It=s a big day for us, obviously, but he should
improve for the run.@ Sir Michael Stoute has won this
five times and puts forward Sir Evelyn de Rothschild=s
Hillstar (GB) (Danehill Dancer {Ire}), who was
successful in the G2 King Edward VII S. at Royal Ascot
and third in the G1 King George VI and Queen Elizabeth
S. back there last summer. Not a factor in the Mar. 29
G1 Dubai World Cup, he will be more at home back on
turf.

Friday, Chester, Britain, post time: 2:45 p.m.
BOODLES DIAMOND ORMONDE S.-G3, £75,000, 4yo/up, 13f 89yT
SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER
1 6 Brown Panther (GB) Shirocco (Ger) Kingscote Dascombe
2 1 Ernest Hemingway (Ire) Galileo (Ire) J O'Brien A O'Brien
3 3 Hillstar (GB) Danehill Dancer (Ire) Moore Stoute
4 2 Mount Athos (Ire) Montjeu (Ire) Spencer M Botti
5 4 Banoffee (Ire) Hurricane Run (Ire) Murphy Morrison
6 5 Jathabah (Ire) Singspiel (Ire) Doyle Brittain
All carry 126 pounds bar Banoffee & Jathabah, 123.

Sunday, Belmont Park, post time: 5:43 p.m. EDT
MAN O' WAR S.-GI, $400,000, 4yo/up, 1 3/8m
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 Grandeur (Ire) Verglas (Ire) Leparoux Noseda 121
2 Imagining Giant's Causeway Rosario McGaughey III 121
3 Vertiformer Dynaformer Bravo Clement 115
4 Frac Daddy K Scat Daddy Garcia McPeek 117
5 Amira's Prince (Ire) Teofilo (Ire) Velazquez Mott 121
6 Real Solution Kitten's Joy Castellano Brown 124
7 Lucayan (Fr) Turtle Bowl (Ire) Lezcano Drysdale 121

Sunday, Belmont Park, post time: 5:13 p.m. EDT
RUFFIAN S.-GII, $250,000, 4yo/up, f/m, 1m
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 Six Queens Bernardini Saez McLaughlin 119
2 My Wandy's Girl K Flower Alley Maragh Hushion 123
3 Parc Monceau K Giant's Causeway Ortiz Hushion 117
4 Toasting Congrats Castellano Albertrani 115
5 Grace Hall K Empire Maker Rosario Mott 123
6 Fiftyshadesofhay K Pulpit Velazquez Baffert 123

Sunday, Belmont Park, post time: 2:24 p.m. EDT
WESTCHESTER S.-GIII, $150,000, 4yo/up, 1m
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 Declan's Warrior Majestic Warrior Bravo Zito 123
2 I'm Steppin' It Up Congrats Caraballo Pecoraro 117
3 Palace Malice K Curlin Velazquez Pletcher 123
4 Red Rifle K Giant's Causeway Castellano Pletcher 121

Sunday, Woodbine, post time: 4:44 p.m. EDT
VIGIL S.-GIII, $150,000, 4yo/up, 7fA (AWT)
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT

1 Dan the Tin Man K Songandaprayer Garcia Griffith 125
2 Victory Exchange Exchange Rate Contreras Carroll 116

3 Bear No Joke K It's No Joke Wilson Baker 122
4 Really Sharp Sharp Humor Bahen Black 116
5 Dynamic Sky Sky Mesa Stein Casse 120

6 Delegation K Speightstown Husbands Casse 120
7 Ultimate Destiny Dance to Destiny Da Silva Fehr 125
8 Occasional View Silver Deputy Moreno McPeek 120

9 Go Blue Or Go Home K Bluegrass Cat Campbell Baker 122

TRIPLE TALK
By Dan Liebman
   On the night of May 2, I met six people from Arizona,
who while dining were discussing their excitement and
anticipation of attending the GI Kentucky Derby the
next day.
   It would be the first time ever at Churchill Downs for
this group, whose members were horse lovers, but had
only limited knowledge of the Thoroughbred industry.
   "Who do you like?" a member of the group asked.
   "I like California Chrome," I answered.
   "I do too," he said, and then asked, "Do you think he
can win the Triple Crown?"
   An odd question, I thought, being the night before
the Derby.
   This fellow from Arizona was 24 hours early with his
question. After the Derby, everyone wants to know of
the Derby winner, "Do you think he can win the Triple
Crown?"
   All we know at this point is the obvious - he is the
only one that can win the Triple Crown.
   My first Kentucky Derby was 1973, when from the
infield I caught a glimpse of Secretariat as he moved
into the second turn. Cont. p16

                                                                     

Look for the K throughout the TDN graded stakes
entries, denoting Keeneland sales graduates. 

EUROPEAN PREVIEWS

NORTH AMERICAN PREVIEWS
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Triple Talk cont.

   I know how special the Triple Crown is. And how
difficult it is to win.
   Or perhaps that should be worded: I know how
difficult it is, thus I appreciate how special it is.
   It was 25 years between the Triple Crown sweeps by
Citation and Secretariat, so when Seattle Slew and
Affirmed followed suit in 1977 and 1978, we
wondered if it was that hard to win at 1 1/4 miles the
first Saturday in May, 1 3/16 miles two weeks later in
the Preakness and at 1 1/2 miles in the Belmont three
weeks hence.
   As the years have rolled on, we have come to realize
it is that hard; in the 1970s we were just blessed to
witness some extraordinary horses.
   We have also come to understand that it not only
takes a special horse, but that indefinable concept we
all call racing luck.
   In this publication, Bill Oppenheim suggested
changing the distances of the Triple Crown races (The
Triple Crown: Does It Even Matter Now?, TDN,
5/8/2014). Others have proposed altering the number
of weeks between the Triple Crown events.
   Among the arguments are that horses are bred more
for speed today, horses are lighter raced and that
winning the three Classic races in five weeks time is
just too taxing.
   OK, so we haven't had a Triple Crown winner since
Affirmed 36 years ago. That doesn't mean we haven't
seen some good horses, nor does it mean we haven't
seen some horses worthy of being Triple Crown
winners.
   In the past 35 years, when the field has broken from
the gate for the Belmont, 12 times the winner has been
trying to become a Triple Crown winner.
   Why would we alter the series when roughly a third
of the time the past 35 years we've had a chance at
having a Triple Crown winner?
   If not for three-quarters of a length in 1997 (margin
by which Touch Gold defeated Silver Charm) and a
nose in 1998 (margin by which Victory Gallop beat Real
Quiet), trainer Bob Baffert would have trained two
Triple Crown winners.
   After the Belmont, Silver Charm made 15 more starts
and won seven including the G1 Dubai World Cup. Real
Quiet ran five more times and won two grade I races.
   Smarty Jones was eight-for-eight when he lost the
Belmont 10 years ago. He never started again, retiring a
couple of months later with chronic bruising of the
bones in his ankles.
   And this is not to say Silver Charm, Real Quiet and
Smarty Jones were necessarily the best of the dozen
that failed to complete the series. Let's not forget this
group also includes such names as Spectacular Bid,
Pleasant Colony and Sunday Silence.
   If California Chrome wins the Preakness and Belmont,
we will have our 12th Triple Crown winner. If he
doesn't, we wait another year.
   And if another 36 years goes by and we still don't
have another Triple Crown winner, it still won't be
reason enough to change racing's greatest tradition.

   Let's not diminish the accomplishment of Sir Barton,
Gallant Fox, Omaha, War Admiral, Whirlaway, Count
Fleet, Assault, Citation, Secretariat, Seattle Slew or
Affirmed.
   Let's not change the Triple Crown just because we
want to see another name added to the illustrious list.

Barry Irwin=s op-ed in today=s paper (Biting The Hand
That Feeds Me, TDN, 5/8/2014) was superb. The same
has always held true for harness racing and any
potential whistle blowers were scorned.
Which is one reason why that industry is where it is
today...
--Bob Marks 

SILKEN CAT, 21, Storm Cat--Silken Doll, by Chieftain
Foal born Feb. 11, a colt by Tiznow.
Will be Pensioned.
Owned by Aaron & Marie Jones.
Boarded at Taylor Made Sales Agency.
Accomplishments: Ch. 2yo-Filly-CAN, SW, $102,120.
Dam of Speightstown (Gone West), GISW,
$1,258,256.

CLASSIC STRIKE, 10, Smart Strike--Classic Hostess, by
Red Ransom
Foal born Feb. 12, a filly by Union Rags.
Will be bred back to Scat Daddy.
Owned by Pollock Farms, Brian Kahn, Taylor Brothers
Properties, Louis Brooks Ranch, & Boyd Brooks.
Boarded at Taylor Made Sales Agency.
Accomplishments: Dam of Handsome Mike (Scat
Daddy), MGSW, $955,073.

CINTAROSA, 11, Grand Slam--Silver Stockings, by
Seattle Sleet
Foal born Feb. 14, a colt by Malibu Moon.
Will be bred back to Eskendereya.
Owned by Jack Grundwald.
Boarded at Taylor Made Sales Agency.
Accomplishments: SW, $177,730.
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4:26p 7th-BEL, $77K, Alw, 3yo/up, 1 1/16mT
HR/TVG Conditioner Shug McGaughey has entered a pair of talented

Emory Hamilton homebreds and J  “TDN Rising
Stars”  J in this spot. Entered for main track only, LA
MADRINA (Tapit) was tabbed a ‘Rising Star’ in her impressive
debut graduation going seven panels on the dirt at Gulfstream
Mar. 29, where she came charging late to draw off by 6 1/4
lengths. A half-sister to MGISW Verrazano (More Than
Ready), the sophomore displays a steady string of works
leading up to this second outing against older foes. Tokyo
Time (Medaglia d’Oro) will be making her first start since
finishing sixth to Tapicat (Tapit) in Gulfstream’s 7 1/2-panel
Voodoo Dancer S. on the grass Jan. 1. The 4-year-old has just
a maiden win to her name, but was a very close second next
out in the GIII Herecomesthebride S. in Hallandale last March.
She closed that season with a pair of fourths in Churchill’s
Edgewood S. last May and a Belmont optional claimer in
October. Click for the Brisnet.com PPs.

                                                                     

TODAY’S INSIGHTS
Yesterday=s Results:
8th-BEL, $80,000, Alw, Opt. Clm. ($62,500), NW2$X,
3yo/up, f/m, 6 1/2f, 1:16 3/5, sy.
CALISTOGA (f, 4, Speightstown--Styler, by Holy Bull)
opened her account with a pair of wins at Gulfstream
last term, before finishing fourth in Churchill Downs=
GIII Eight Belles S. last May in her final start of the
season. Shelved for nine months, the J  “TDN Rising
Star”  J returned to Hallandale for her 2014 debut,
finishing fifth in an optional claimer Feb. 14, and was
third there when last seen going 6 1/2 panels at that
level Mar. 7. Sent off as the 2-1 second choice, the
chestnut broke on top, but was rated back to stalk
from a close third through a speedy opening quarter in
:22.18. Swung out rounding the bend, Calistoga drew
even with the leaders by mid-stretch and kicked clear in
the final strides hit the line a 3/4-length ahead of Sky
Skier (Sky Mesa). The winner=s dam is a full sister to GI
Kentucky Derby winner Giacomo and a half to GI Santa
Anita Derby hero Tiago (Pleasant Tap). Sales history:
$180,000 yrl '11 KEESEP. Lifetime Record: 6-3-0-1,
$112,151. Click for the brisnet.com chart or VIDEO. 
O-Donald Dizney. B-Mr & Mrs Jerome S Moss (KY).
T-William I Mott.

3rd-BEL, $60,760, Alw, NW1$X, (S), 3yo/up, f/m, 
1 1/16m, 1:45 1/5, sy.
PRAIRIE STONE (f, 3, Stonesider--Royal Prairie, by
Louis Quatorze) hit the board in her first three outings
at Aqueduct before finally breaking through last time
there going a mile Apr. 10. Sent off as the 2-1 second
choice, the bay tracked from third along the rail through
a respectable opening quarter. Shadowing the favorite,
Prarie Stone was three wide behind that rival rounding
the bend and cruised clear in the lane to score by 5 1/4
lengths. Maxana (Anasheed) got up for second. Lifetime
Record: 5-2-1-2, $91,200. Click for the brisnet.com
chart or VIDEO.
O/B-John Dillon & James Mulvey (NY); T-Bruce Brown. 

Yesterday=s Results:
6th-CDX, $50,010, Alw, NW1X, 3yo/up, 1 1/8m, 
1:51 2/5, ft.
LENT (c, 4, Pulpit--Arlucea, by Broad Brush), a half
brother to GI Breeders= Cup Classic winner Fort Larned
(E Dubai), MGISW, $4,471,322, earned his diploma at
second asking here last June and was subsequently
benched. The bay returned from that extended vacation
Mar. 6 at Gulfstream, where he finished fourth in an
allowance, and filled that spot again last out there 
Apr. 5 in a one-mile optional claimer. Dispatched as the
2-1 second choice, the bay pressed from second just
outside the leader through a leisurely opening half.
Battling the pacesetter down the lane, Lent drifted out
toward the center of the track, but was brought back by
right handed reminders from Brian Hernandez and drew
off to score by 4 1/2 lengths. Serendip (Ghostzapper)
was the runner-up. The winner is a half-sibling to Izarra
(Distorted Humor), MGISP, $114,800 and Moonport
(Cape Canaveral), SP, $155,236. A grandson of two-
time champion Bayakoa (Arg) (Consultant=s Bid), Lent
also hails from the female family of MGISW Affluent
(Affirmed). Lifetime Record: 5-2-0-0, $66,726. Click for
the brisnet.com chart or VIDEO. 
O/B-Janis R Whitham (KY). T-Ian R Wilkes. 
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Trained at Crupi’s New Castle Farm

• ON THE WORKTAB •

GOLDEN GATE
Shared Belief (Candy Ride {Arg}), 5f(AWT), 1:00.80, 1/16

SANTA ANITA
Clubhouse Ride (Candy Ride {Arg}), 5f, 1:00.60, 5/30
Mr. Commons (Artie Schiller), 5f, 1:00.80, 8/30
Wild Dude (Wildcat Heir), 6f, 1:13, 2/14

Click here for video from the 2014 American Equine
Summit, held Apr. 26 and 27 in Chatham, NY,
including a talk from prominent owner/breeder George
Strawbridge entitled >If You Love Horses.=
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Jerkens to Remain at Gulfstream Park: 
Edited Press Release
   Hall of Fame trainer Allen Jerkens, who first arrived
at Gulfstream Park in 1947, said earlier this week his
current plan is to remain stabled at Gulfstream
year-round rather than return to New York. Jerkens, 85,
one of Thoroughbred racing=s most respected
horsemen, has historically spent the winter racing
season at Gulfstream before returning to New York for
the spring and fall at Belmont Park and the summer at
Saratoga. AIt was based on several things,@ said Jerkens
of his decision earlier this week as he sat in his golf cart
at Gulfstream during training hours. AI=m getting older,
as everyone knows. I=m not unhealthy, but I=m not as
strong as I used to be. I just made up my mind.@ Of
course, Jerkens never had the option to spend the
spring and summer at Gulfstream until 2013, when the
Hallandale Beach track operated its first summer
meeting. After racing just two days a week last
summer, Gulfstream is currently racing three days a
week. At Gulfstream, winners saddled by Jerkens
include Devil His Due in the 1993 Gulfstream Park H.,
Miss Shop in the 2007 Rampart, Teammate in the 2006
Gulfstream Oaks, Sensitive Prince in the 1979
Gulfstream Park Handicap and 1978 Fountain of Youth
and Hutcheson Stakes, and Any Limit in the 2007 and
2009 Hurricane Bertie and 2007 First Lady. Jerkens,
who has saddled more than 3,850 winners, currently
has 10 horses stabled at Gulfstream. His current plan is
to run GII Davona Dale and GII Gulfstream Park Oaks
runner-up House Rules (Distorted Humor) in the
$750,000 GI Acorn on Belmont Stakes Day June 7.
Jerkens said he=s not sure if he=ll make that trip. When
asked if he=ll miss spending time in New York, Jerkens
replied; AOf course. It will be hard not going there and it
will be hard getting used to the heat down here. But I
feel good, and if I have a horse who warrants [going to
Saratoga] maybe I=ll go.@

Yesterday=s Results:
1st-SAX, $60,868, Msw, 2yo, f, 4 1/2f, :53 1/5, ft.
+SEA MONA (f, 2, Tiz Wonderful--Justaspell, by
Johannesburg) was shuffled back early, before being
taken three-wide and tugging her way to the front.
Even with the leading duo entering the lane, the 9-2
shot had plenty left in the tank and easily drew clear of
those rivals to score by three lengths in :53.22. Heavily
favored Desert Steel (Desert Code) was second. The
winner is a half to J  “TDN Rising Star”  J Let Em
Shine (Songandaprayer), SW, $138,022. The chestnut
also traces her lineage back to MGISW millionaire
Unbridled=s Song (Unbridled), MGSW Lucky Spell (Lucky
Mel) and SW Lucky Pulpit (Pulpit), who sired 
GI Kentucky Derby hero California Chrome. Sales
history: $82,000 yrl '13 KEESEP. Lifetime Record:
1-1-0-0, $33,600. Click for the brisnet.com chart or VIDEO. 
O-Triple B Farms (Boghossian). B-Brandywine Farm
(KY). T-Adam Kitchingman. 

Attfield Joins WHOA:
   Canadian and American Hall of Fame trainer Roger
Attfield has joined the Water Hay Oats Alliance (WHOA)
in support of a federal ban on raceday medication. His
letter of support read: AIt is imperative that we bring
uniformity to our North American racing. Clean racing
and a level playing field are essential to be in line with
rest of the world. We have been making very small
steps in this direction, to no avail as I see it. It is now
time to take large strides to accomplish this. For this
reason, I am joining WHOA.@ 

First/second-crop starters to watch: Friday, May 9
Sire (Sire’s Sire), current farm, 2010 Fee, #foals of racing age/Winners/
BlackTypeWnrs * Race #-track, race type, distance, runner, odds (if available)
FOREFATHERS (Gone West), Red River, $2K, 81/5/0
3-EVD, Msw, 5 1/2f, +Belle of Goshen, $20K ESL YRL yrl, 3-1
SOUND THE ALARM (Street Cry {Ire}), 4/1/0
3-EVD, Msw, 5 1/2f, +Mimi's Bella Alarm, 12-1

Friday, Chester, post time: 2:15 p.m.
BETFAIR CASH OUT DEE S.-Listed, £75,000, 3yo, c/g, 10f 75yT
SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER
1 5 Bow Creek (Ire) Shamardal Norton Johnston
2 7 Somewhat Dynaformer Fanning Johnston
3 2 Century (Ire) Montjeu (Ire) Moore A O'Brien
4 1 Drummore Road (Ire) The Carbon Unit Whelan Shanahan
5 3 Kingfisher (Ire) Galileo (Ire) J O'Brien A O'Brien
6 6 Randwick (Ire) High Chaparral (Ire) Spencer C Hills
7 8 Sloane Avenue Candy Ride (Arg) Doyle Noseda
8 4 Zampa Manos Arch Murphy Balding
All carry 126 pounds bar Bow Creek & Somewhat, 129.
   Relegated to listed status by the European Pattern
Committee this year, this Derby trial which has
produced a blue riband hero in Kris Kin (Kris S.) and last
year=s G1 Irish 2000 Guineas and GI Breeders= Cup Turf
hero Magician (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}) features the customary
mix of the proven and those with potential. The former
category includes the Listed Washington Singer S.
winner and G2 Royal Lodge S. runner-up Somewhat,
who was a disappointing fifth on his return in the
nine-furlong Feilden S. at Newmarket Apr. 16. He
encounters the usual Ballydoyle presence, with Joseph
O=Brien on the Apr. 12 G3 P W McGrath Memorial
Ballysax S. fifth Kingfisher and Ryan Moore on Century.
He was the chosen of the stable=s juveniles legions for
Doncaster=s G1 Racing Post Trophy, but was last to
finish in what must have been a one-off poor showing.
Interestingly, Moore appears to be on the first-string as
he was in the G3 Chester Vase yesterday, as Joseph
O=Brien has Australia (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}) lined up for
Epsom. Bred, Foaled & Raised by Brandywine Farm (Jim & Pam Robinson)

INDUSTRY INFO
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Britain Report cont.
Yesterday=s Result:
5th-CHS, ,14,000, Mdn, 2yo, 5f 16yT, 1:04.89, sf.
BALLYMORE CASTLE (IRE) (c, 2, Invincible Spirit
{Ire}--Ballymore Lady {GSW-US, $323,116}, by War
Chant), third on his racecourse bow at Newbury 
Apr. 11, was sent off the 5-6 favorite and chased the
fast early pace staying on the fence. Driven to close in
early stretch, the 67,000gns TATOCT yearling found a
seam between rivals to hit the front in the final yards
and score by 3/4 of a length from London Life (Ire)
(Approve {Ire}). Lifetime Record: 2-1-0-1, ,10,019.
VIDEO, courtesy Racing UK.
O-Sheikh Rashid Dalmook Al Maktoum. B-Mogeely Stud
(IRE). T-Richard Fahey.

5.20 Lingfield, Mdn, £5,000, 3yo/up, 7fT
WINTER THUNDER (GB) (New Approach {Ire}) debuts for Godophin
and Saeed bin Suroor and is a fascinating prospect, being a half-brother
to the high-class Act One (GB) (In the Wings {GB}) and the Classic-
placed Gharir (Ire) (Machiavellian).

6.40 Ascot, Mdn, £8,000, 3yo/up, f/m, 10fT
WONDERSTRUCK (IRE) (Sea the Stars {Ire}) is the latest progeny out
of the Lael Stable’s star broodmare Bordighera (Alysheba) to run and a
rare filly for the dam of George Washington (Ire) (Danehill) and
Grandera (Ire) (Grand Lodge). Like several of the later members of this
family, she is under the tutelage of William Haggas who has brought a
tune out of her other half-sibling Sun Central (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}).

Yesterday=s Results:
1st-CLO, i13,200, Mdn, 3yo, 10fT, 2:16.30, sf/hy.
VINTAGE NOUVEAU (IRE) (f, 3, Montjeu {Ire}--Utterly
Heaven {Ire} {GSP-Ire}, by Danehill), fourth on debut
behind the potentially smart Lahinch Classics (Ire)
(Galileo {Ire}) over an extended 10-furlong trip at
Dundalk Apr. 16, broke well to lead and dispute until
taking over control of the race from the quarter pole.
Kept up to her work late, the even-money favorite
scored by five lengths from Westpieser (Ire) (Azamour
{Ire}). Lifetime Record: 2-1-0-0, i8,070. VIDEO,
courtesy attheraces.com.
O/B-Moyglare Stud Farm. T-Dermot Weld. 

Friday, Lyon-Parilly, post time: 5:40 p.m.
COUPE DES TROIS ANS-Listed, €55,000, 3yo, 12fT
SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER
1 1 King Rubi (GB) Green Tune Hamelin Palussiere
2 6 Sailor (Fr) Soldier of Fortune (Ire) Jarnet Heloury
3 4 Guadix (GB) King's Best Auge Ferland
4 5 Blushing Bere (Fr) Hurricane Cat Veron Leenders
5 3 Vercingetorix (Ire) Dylan Thomas (Ire) Guyon Fabre
6 2 Auvray (Fr) Le Havre (Ire) Benoist Lellouche
7 7 Kastiya (Fr) Desert Style (Ire) Rispoli Delzangles
All carry 128 pounds bar Kastiya, 125.

Yesterday=s Results:
PRIX DU PONT-NEUF-Listed, i55,000, LON, 5-8, 3yo,
7fT, 1:21.23, gd/sf.
1--#REDBROOK (IRE), 125, c, 3, by Raven=s Pass

1st Dam: Nawal (Fr) (GSP-Fr), by Homme de Loi (Ire)
2nd Dam: Lute String (Fr), by No Lute (Fr)
3rd Dam: Tarlace (Ire), by Targowice

   (i220,000 yrl >12 ARQAUG 2012; i230,000 2yo
   >13 ARQMAY). O-Al Shaqab Racing. B-SF Bloodstock
   LLC (IRE). T-Alain de Royer-Dupre. J-Frankie Dettori.
   i27,500. Lifetime Record: 4 starts, 2 wins, 2
   places, i48,250. *1/2 to Mast Track (Mizzen Mast),
   GISW-US, $922,822; Sagitta Ra (Run Softly), GSP-
   US.
2--Eyeful (GB), 121, f, 3, Muhtathir (GB)--Beautifix
   (Ger), by Bering (GB). O-Wertheimer & Frere.
   i11,000.
3--Al Muthana (Fr), 125, c, 3, Pastoral Pursuits (GB)--
   Annabelle Ja (Fr), by Singspiel (Ire). (i150,000 yrl
   >12 ARQAUG). O-Khalifa Mohammed Al Attiyah.
   i8,250.
Margins: 1 1/4, NK, SNK. Odds: 2.90, 4.20, 5.60.
Also Ran: Fetan Joa (Fr), Suedois (Fr), Dhuma (GB),
Passion Blanche (GB), Smoke on the Water (Ger),
Muharaaj (Ire). Scratched: Victoria Regina (Ire). Click for
the Racing Post result. Equidia VIDEO.
   Having earned minor prizes in his two freshman trys
at Deauville Aug. 23 and Chantilly Sept. 23, Redbrook
opened his account going one mile at Saint-Cloud last
time Apr. 15, and continued on the upgrade with a first
black-type score here. Restrained last of the nine
runners from the outset, he was clear of bunching on
the inside when quickening into contention passing the
quarter-mile marker and ran on strongly in the closing
stages to safely register a career high from the unlucky-
in-running Eyeful. AHe is a nice colt, but I was worried
about the soft ground,@ trainer Alain de Royer-Dupre
admitted. AHe handled it very well and is better coming
from behind. He is a horse who is improving very fast
and will certainly go on to better things.@

2nd-LON, i34,000, Cond, 3yo, 12fT, 2:45.52, gd/sf.
HARGAM (FR) (c, 3, Sinndar {Ire}--Horasana {Fr}, by
Galileo {Ire}), runner-up going 10 furlongs here on debut
last time Apr. 17, sat one length off the leader=s crawl
in second until just beyond halfway in this one. Upping
the tempo when sent to the front fully five furlongs
from home, the 7-5 chalk was set alight when strongly
pressed with 350 meters remaining and came under a
stern drive inside the final eighth to just hold the late
thrust of Guardini (Fr) (Dalakhani {Ire}) by a head.
Lifetime Record: 2 starts, 1 win, 1 place, i22,000.
Click for Equidia VIDEO.
O-H H The Aga Khan. B-H H The Aga Khan=s Studs SC
(FR). T-Alain de Royer-Dupre.

OBSERVATIONS
on today’s European racing scene

Did You Know?...
DAWN APPROACH (IRE)

(New Aproach {Ire})
was tabbed as a 

J  “TDN Rising Star”  J
Visit the TDN Rising Stars section on

our website!
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B R E E D E R S’  E D I T I O N
AMERICA

France Report cont.
2nd-LIO, i27,000, Cond, 3yo, f, 10fT, 2:16.46, gd.
GREAT VIRTUES (IRE) (f, 3, Teofilo {Ire}--Gold=s Dance
{Fr}, by Goldneyev), a last-out fifth at Saint-Cloud 
Apr. 2, broke from the outside box and inched her way
into third passing the judge first time. Nudged along on
the home turn, the 19-10 favorite challenged at the top
of the stretch and was pushed out inside the final
furlong to safely hold the late bid of Tianshan City (GB)
(American Post {GB}) by a length. The winner is a 
1/2 to Goldamix (Ire) (Linamix {Fr}), Hwt. 2yo Filly &
G1SW-Fr, $124,849. Lifetime Record: 3 start, 2 wins,
1 place, i27,450. Click for Equidia VIDEO.
O-Godolphin. B-Darley (IRE). T-Andre Fabre.

1st-LON, i25,000, Mdn, unraced 2yo, 5fT, :58.00,
gd/sf.
+SUPER ALE (FR) (c, 2, Elusive City--Troiecat {Fr}, by
One Cool Cat), a i14,000 ARQOCT yearling, raced in
fourth through the early stages of this opening show.
Sent to the front passing halfway, the 52-5 chance was
pushed along approaching the final furlong and
lengthened further clear under continued coaxing in the
closing stages to score by an impressive five lengths
from Celestial House (GB) (Acclamation {GB}). Lifetime
Record: 1 start, 1 win, i12,500. Click for Equidia
VIDEO.
O-Fernando Fratini & Giuseppe Botti. B-Gerard Rollain
(FR). T-Giuseppe Botti.

1st-BLB, i16,000, Mdn, 2yo, f, 5fT, 1:01.50, gd.
+ASANTASANA (FR) (f, 2, Youmzain {Ire}--La Fleur
d=Arthus {Fr}, by Hold That Tiger) raced at the back of
the seven-strong field from the outset of this unveiling.
Swinging widest of all off the home turn, the 61-10
chance was ridden into second approaching the final
eighth and kept on well under continued rousting to nail
Super Eria (Fr) (Hold That Tiger) by a short head on the
line. She becomes the first winner for her freshman sire
(by Sinndar {Ire}). Lifetime Record: 1 start, 1 win,
i8,000. Click for Equidia VIDEO.
O-Mme Myriam Salvert & Benoit Chalmel. B-Jean-Denis
Salvert (FR). T-Christophe Ferland.

Melbourne Racehorse Sale Catalogue Online:
   The catalogue for the Inglis Melbourne Select
Racehorse Sale, which features 27 entries from Lloyd
and Nick Williams, is now available online. The one-day
sale is set for May 23. Feature lots include group
winners Tanby (Aus) (Galileo {Ire}) and Hartani (Ire)
(Shirocco {Ger}), as well as a number of stakes placed
horses, city winners and lightly raced prospects. To
view the catalogue, visit www.inglis.com.au.

Sydney Classic Winter Book Online:
   The catalogue for the Inglis Sydney Classic Yearling
Sale Winter Book is now available online at on Inglis=s
iPad app. The sale takes place June 15 at the
Newmarket sales complex in Sydney and will offer two
sections: the Select Session (lots one through 124) and
the General Session (lots 125 to 151). Last year=s
inaugural Winter Book sale has already produced a
handful of impressive 2-year-old winners, and Inglis
Bloodstock Director Jonathan D=Arcy commented,
AClassic Winter Book graduates are off to a great start
and with plenty of later maturing types among the ranks
we expect those results to grow in the coming seasons.
We are pleased with the catalogue assembled this year
and trust trainers, syndicators and pin hookers will find
what they are after among the lots on offer.@ To view
the catalogue, visit www.inglis.com.au.

ALLOWANCE RESULTS:
7th-BEL, $62,000, NW1$X, (S), 3yo/up, f/m, 6f (off
turf), 1:10 3/5, sy.
LUMINEUSE (m, 5, North Light {Ire}--Pretty Pretty, by
Silver Deputy) Lifetime Record: 15-2-4-2, $131,213.
O/B-Gallaghers Stud (NY). T-Patrick Quick.

8th-CDX, $50,222, NW1X, 3yo/up, 1 1/8m, 1:52, ft.
CARY STREET (g, 5, Smarty Jones--Shady Reflection
{SW-Eng}, by Sultry Song) Lifetime Record: 14-4-3-1,
$93,875. O-JBL Thoroughbreds LLC & Walsh Racing
LLC. B-Darley (KY). T-Brendan P Walsh. *$60,000 yrl
'10 KEESEP; $32,000 2yo >11 FTMMAY.

7th-PIM, $42,000, NW1X, 3yo/up, 5fT, :58 1/5, fm.
UNSEEN (c, 3, Latent Heat--You Dancing Devil {SW,
$352,326}, by Joyeux Danseur) Lifetime Record:
6-2-1-1, $48,835. O-Robert B McCutchen. B-S D Brilie
LP (KY). T-Jason McCutchen. *$4,700 yrl '12 FTKOCT.

2nd-APX, $39,210, Opt. Clm. ($40,000), NW2$X,
3yo/up, f/m, 6f (AWT), 1:09 4/5, ft.
ST. LOUIS CITY (m, 5, City Place--Keikik, by Aloha
Prospector) Lifetime Record: SW, 15-4-3-3, $133,186.
O-William Stiritz. B-University of Florida Foundation (FL).
T-Scott Becker. *$6,000 yrl '10 OBSAUG.

7th-APX, $38,500, NW1$X, (S), 3yo/up, f/m, 1 1/16m
(AWT), 1:45 2/5, ft.
WAVE OF THE WAND (f, 4, Ben Bulben--A Blink and a
Nod, by Salutely) Lifetime Record: 12-2-2-3, $63,939.
O-Clabor Mor Stable LLC. B-Mike Ryan & John Haran
(IL). T-John Haran. 

F i r s t   W i n n e r   f o r   F r e s h m a n  S i r e

                                                               

All horses in the TDN are bred in North America, 
unless otherwise indicated
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B R E E D E R S’  E D I T I O N
EUROPE

Breeders= Edition America cont.
6th-PEN, $33,040, 5-7, NW1X, 3yo/up, f/m, 6f, 
1:11 1/5, ft.
JE SUIS ENCHANTEE (f, 3, Leroidesanimaux {Brz}--
Stormy Rosa, by Stormy Atlantic) Lifetime Record:
6-2-0-2, $57,418. O-Ascoli Piceno Stables LLC.
B-Ascoli Piceno Stables LLC & Stonewall Farm Stallions
LLC (PA). T-Clovis Crane. 

4th-CTX, $26,100, 5-7, NW2L, (S), 3yo/up, 4 1/2f,
:52, my.
CLASSIC LUV BUG (g, 3, Fiber Sonde--Dovesahighnote,
by Dove Hunt) Lifetime Record: 3-2-1-0, $36,400.
O/B-Wind N' Springs Farm (WV). T-Freddie R Johnson. 

7th-CTX, $26,100, 5-7, NW2LX, 3yo, f, 6 1/2f, 
1:20 1/5, my.
JOANNE ELIZABETH (f, 3, Luftikus--Cross Creek Rosie,
by Castine) Lifetime Record: 7-5-0-1, $84,840.
O/B-Edward Krishack (PA). T-John J Robb. *1/2 to Fred
High (Crypto Star), SW, $495,037. 

8th-MNR, $22,200, 5-7, NW2L, 3yo/up, f/m, 1m, 1:41,
ft.
TIE DYE (f, 4, Hard Spun--Fruhl's Gold, by Crafty
Prospector) Lifetime Record: 18-2-4-1, $96,121. 
O- Billy, Donna & Justin Hays. B-Liberation Farm &
Brandywine Farm (KY). T-Joe Woodard. *$85,000 yrl
'11 KEESEP; $110,000 2yo >12 FTMMAY.

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:
Bullwhip, g, 3, Benny the Bull--Color Me Special (MSP,
   $225,760), by River Special. CTX, 5-7, 4 1/2f, :52
   1/5. B-Mr & Mrs Greg James (FL). *$47,000 yrl '12
   KEEJAN;$150,000 2yo >13 BESMAY.

Salisbury Knight, c, 3, Bernardini--My Reem, by Chief's
   Crown. BEL, 5-8, (S), 1m, 1:38 1/5. B-Lawrence
   Goichman (NY). *$290,000 yrl '12 KEESEP. **1/2 to
   Willard Straight (Lion Cavern), MSW & GSP,
   $302,029; & Jesse=s Justice (Lear Fan), SW,
   $177,226.

Killer Crossover, c, 3, Indian Charlie--Tiz to Dream (GSP,
   $168,381), by Tiznow. PIM, 5-8, 1 1/16m, 1:46. B-B
   Wahl LLC & Indian Charlie Syndicate (KY).*$100,000
   yrl '12 KEESEP.

Unusual Style, f, 3, Unusual Heat--Style of the Year, by
   Half a Year. SAX, 5-8, (S), 1mT, 1:35 3/5.
   B-Madeline Auerbach (CA). *$75,000 yrl '12
   BESOCT. **Full to Lennyfrommalibu, MSW,
   $439,465; & Orbits World, SP, $193,936.
Dyker Beach, g, 4, Curlin--Favorite Feather, by Capote.
   CDX, 5-8, (C), 1 1/16m, 1:46 1/5. B-Hermitage Farm  
  LLC (KY). *$200,000 yrl '11 KEESEP. **1/2 to
   Featherbed (Smart Strike), SW & GISP, $227,904; &
   Little Cliff (Gulch), GSP, $202,762.

Surfspun, g, 4, Hard Spun--Surf Light (SW, $185,137),
   by Malibu Moon. BEL, 5-8, (C), 6f, 1:12. B-Reata
   Thoroughbred Farms LLC (KY). *$70,000 RNA yrl '11
   KEESEP; $80,000 2yo >12 FTMMAY.

CONDITIONS RESULTS:
3rd-BLB, i20,000, 3yo, 8fT, 1:39.90, gd.
SAINT GREGOIRE (FR) (c, 3, Le Havre {Ire}--Scapegrace
{Ire}, by Cape Cross {Ire}) Lifetime Record: 3 starts, 
2 wins, 1 place, i21,200. O-Gerard Augustin-Normand.
B-Franklin Finance SA (FR). T-Jean-Claude Rouget.

2nd-EVX, i17,000, 3yo, 6fT, 1:13.40, gd.
ORTYGIA (FR) (f, 3, Orpen--Latona {Fr} {GSW-Fr,
$156,183}, by Kendor {Fr}) Lifetime Record: 10 starts,
2 wins, 7 places, i41,750. O/B-John Goelet (FR).
T-Jonathan Pease.

3rd-EVX, i17,000, 5-8, 3yo, 10 1/2fT, 2:28.30, gd.
REDING (FR) (c, 3, Pivotal {GB}--Alfaguara, by Red
Ransom) Lifetime Record: 6 starts, 2 wins, 2 places,
i25,750. O/B-SARL Darpat France (FR). T-Carlos
Laffon-Parias. *i20,000 RNA yrl >12 ARQAUG. **1/2
to Ard Na Greine (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}), SW-Ire.

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:
Summer Moon (Fr), f, 3, Elusive City--Kalatuna (Fr)
   (GSP-Fr), by Green Tune. BLB, 5-8, 8fT, 1:39.98.
   B-Eric Puerari, Oceanic Bloodstock Inc & Haras de
   Saint Pair (FR). *i5,000 RNA yrl >12 ARQOCT.
Saakhen (Ire), c, 3, Invincible Spirit (Ire)--Upperville
   (Ire), by Selkirk. SWL, 5-8, 5f (AWT), 1:01.46. B-Mr
   & Mrs B Firestone (IRE). *i70,000 yrl >12 GOFORB;
   22,000gns 2yo >13 TATJUL. **1/2 to Cannon Hill
   (Ire) (Holy Roman Emperor {Ire}), SW-Sin.
+Vesly (Fr), f, 3, Le Havre (Ire)--Velsheda (Fr), by
   Hawk Wing. EVX, 5-8, 9fT, 2:00.30. B-Franklin
   Finance SA (FR).
+In For a Pound (Fr), f, 3, Soldier of Fortune (Ire)--
   Tchikala (GB), by Inchinor (GB). LPH, 5-8, 11fT,
   time: n/a. B-Mme Isabelle Corbani & Jedburgh Stud
   (FR). *i2,500 RNA yrl >12 ARQNOV.
Tonton Macoute (Ire), c, 3, Yeats (Ire)--Champaka (Ire),
   by Caerleon. CLO, 5-8, 10fT, 2:16 1/5.
   B-Barronstown Stud (IRE). *1/2 to Steel Princess (Ire)
   (Danehill), GSW-Fr; to Vision of Grandeur (Ire) (Grand
   Lodge), GSP-SAf, SP-Ire, and to Falcon Rock (Ire)
   (Hawk Wing), G1SP-US, $240,105.
Glorious Star (Ire), g, 4, Soviet Star--Caerlonore (Ire),
   by Traditionally. SWL, 5-8, 7f (AWT). 1:31.27. B-
   Ballylinch Stud (IRE). *21,000gns yrl >11 TATOCT.

 Co-bred, Foaled & Raised by Brandywine Farm (Jim & Pam Robinson)

                                                                                                                         

INDIAN CREEK SALES GRADUATE

Trained at Crupi’s New Castle Farm

                                                               

Baccari Bloodstock Graduate

All European post times in the TDN are local time
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